
Appendix 7.  Land market value and economic evaluative models.   

Purpose 

The purpose of this model is to simulate the change in land value prices deriving from land-use 
land-cover changes for each parcel, and to aggregate the parcel level statistics to a landscape 
level summary statistic that is reported to the Evoland agent decision process.  

State variables and scales 

The price of land is estimated at the scale of the IDU (or parcel).  An IDU is a spatial decision 
unit that is homogeneous with respect to tax lot, land use and land cover (LULC), flood plain 
status, and riparian association. The Evoland spatial database manages the market value of land 
for each parcel and also the variables in Table A7.1.    

Process overview and scheduling 

The regression equations in Table A7.2 assign the land market value attribute to parcels (IDU) 
at each time step in the simulation.  Each section of the table pertains to a different land use 
class. The landscape level statistic that is reported to the agent decision process is an area 
weighted mean of IDU values reported on a per capita basis. 

Design concepts 

The price of land serves as an indicator of economic activity. In general within city limits urban 
land values increase as the distance to CBD (central business district) decreases (due to location 
rents). Outside city limits, agricultural land values decrease with the distance from city 
boundary (due to decreasing development premium). This model derives from the dissertation 
of Ivan Hascic (2006. Essays on land use regulation. Corvallis, OR; Department of Agricultural 
and Resource Economics, PhD dissertation, Oregon State University). Examination of Table 
A7.2 reveals predictors of land value for each land use class.  In general these predictors are 
proxies for location rents (distance to CBD), proxies for rents in general, including agricultural 
land capability class and forest species type and stand age, and environmental and 
neighborhood characteristics, including proximity to transportation and amenities. 

Initialization 

Initial market values derive from county records. Other state variables are initialized from the 
2000 US Census data, and other GIS layers from the PNW-ERC datasets located at: 
http://www.fsl.orst.edu/pnwerc/wrb/access.html (Appendix 5) 

 .   
Table A7.1.  Notes on the regression equations 
The title of each equation specifies the land use to which the it is applied; and  
scalar=x specifies the ratio of total value (land plus improvements) to land value; and  
log=1 indicates the equation assigns values in units of natural logarithm of dollars per square meter; otherwise 
dollars per square meter.  
A neighborhood is a circular buffer around the IDU centroid with the specified radius (in meters).  
A query evaluates true or false with respect to the IDU or its neighboring IDUs.  
Variables not defined in this table are defined by annotations in the regression tables to the right of the term. 

http://www.fsl.orst.edu/pnwerc/wrb/access.html


Explanation of expressions in the Regression Equations 
Area(min, max, exponent) specifies area of the IDU truncated to [ min, max ], rased to the exponent power 
MHHInc( distance ) Average mean household income in neighborhood weighted by POPDEN*AREA 
PopDen( distance ) Average POPDENS_HA in neighborhood weighted by AREA 
BOOL( query )  1 if cell satisfies query, 0 if not. 
DIST_CBD Distance to central business district 
Dist( query )         Distance from centroid to the edge of nearest IDU that satisfies the query 
Neigh(distance,query) Fraction of area in neighborhood that satisfies the query 
CLNIRR=[1|2|3|4] Suitability for irrigated agriculture; 1 is best. From SURGO. 
RDDENS_KM Kilometers of road length in the IDU. 
LULC_C Land use land cover classification level C; most finely articulated; codes are 

annotated to the right of the factor. From LULC2K. 
IN_UGB Boolean indicating if IDU is within the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) 

 
Table A7.2  Regression Equations 
 
Urban residential 0-4 DU/ac; scalar = 3.329; log = 1 
      4.079962                                                   INTERCEPT   
   + -0.000299529 *Area( 0, 4316.73, 1 )                          
   +  1.00093E-08 *Area( 0, 4316.73, 2 )                          
   +  7.51475E-06 *MHHInc( 100.0 )                                
   + -0.0007069   *PopDen( 100.0 )                                
   + -7.53773E-05 *DIST_CBD                                       
   +  0.2218996   *Neigh( 100.0, LULC_C=12 OR LULC_C=26 )        %CIVIC      
   + -0.000157709 *Dist( LULC_C=32 )                             DIST_LAKE   
   +  0.000102953 *Dist( LULC_C=29 or LULC_C=30 or LULC_C=31 )   DIST_RIVER  
   +  0.000248735 *Dist( LULC_C=6 )                              DIST_COMMERCIAL    
   + -0.005139362 * RDDENS_KM                                     
 
Urban residential 4-9 DU/ac; scalar = 3.518; log = 1 
      4.007358                                                   INTERCEPT  
   + -0.000293082 *Area( 0, 2711.03, 1 )                              
   +  5.37968E-09 *Area( 0, 2711.03, 2 )                          
   +  5.01098E-06 *MHHInc( 100.0 )                                    
   + -0.00121597  *PopDen( 100.0 )                                
   + -1.76289E-05 * DIST_CBD                                      
   +  0.009042292 *Neigh( 100.0, LULC_C=12 OR LULC_C=26 )        %CIVIC     
   +  0.000102953 *Dist( LULC_C=29 or LULC_C=30 or LULC_C=31 )   DIST_RIVER  
   +  0.000306904 *Dist( LULC_C=6 )                              DIST_COMMERCIAL  
   + -8.98296E-05 *Dist( SPEC_USE=404 )                          DIST_GOLF  
   +  0.001883361 *RDDENS_KM                                      
 



 
Urban residential 9> DU/ac; scalar = 6.800; log = 1 
      4.096903                                               INTERCEPT 
   + -5.96075E-05 *Area( 0, 13161.75, 1 )                         
   +  4.41434E-10 *Area( 0, 13161.75, 2 )                     
   +  1.67571E-05 *MHHInc( 100.0 )                           
   + -0.001201311 *PopDen( 100.0 )                            
   + -9.66833E-05 * DIST_CBD                                  
   +  0.09997673  *Neigh( 100.0, LULC_C=12 OR LULC_C=26 )    %CIVIC    
   + -0.000157096 *Dist( LULC_C=32 )                         DIST_LAKE 
   +  0.000157292 *Dist( LULC_C = 19 OR LULC_C = 20 )        DIST_HIGHWAY  
 
Commercial; scalar = 3.432; log = 1 
      4.334106                                               INTERCEPT 
   + -1.85356E-05 *Area( 0, 18586.91, 1 )                         
   +  1.66745E-10 *Area( 0, 18586.91, 2 )                     
   +  0.00261373  *PopDen( 100.0 )                            
   + -0.000129367  *DIST_CBD                                  
   + -0.000378766 *Dist( LULC_C = 19 OR LULC_C = 20 )        DIST_HIGHWAY  
   +  2.473373    *Neigh( 500.0, LULC_C = 6 )                %COMMERCIAL 
   +  2.344876    *Neigh( 500.0, LULC_C = 8 )                %INDUSTRIAL 
 
Industrial; scalar = 5.027; log = 1 
LULC_C = 8, 
      3.77216                                                INTERCEPT 
   + -1.11014E-05 *Area( 0, 41105.09, 1 )                         
   +  1.34729E-10 *Area( 0, 41105.09, 2 )                     
   +  4.3805E-05  *Field( DIST_CBD )                          
   + -5.454E-05   *Dist( LULC_C = 19 OR LULC_C = 20 )        DIST_HIGHWAY  
   +  0.67114     *Neigh( 500.0, LULC_C = 6 )                %COMMERCIAL      
   +  1.399184    *Neigh( 500.0, LULC_C = 8 )                %INDUSTRIAL      
 
Rural Residential; scalar = 2.134; log = 0 
LULC_C = 16, 
      30.76123                                               INTERCEPT 
   + -0.000945797 *Area( 0, 21392, 1 )                        
   +  2.2824E-05 *MHHInc( 500.0 )                             
   + -0.02403916  *PopDen( 500.0 )                            
   + -0.003977592 *Dist( IN_UGB = 1 )                        DIST TO UGB 
   + -0.001040323 *Dist( LULC_C = 19 OR LULC_C = 20 )        DIST_HIGHWAY  
   + -6.807542 *BOOL( IN_UGB = 1 ) 
 
Agricultural; scalar = 1.0; log = 0 
      2.25088                                                 INTERCEPT  
   + -6.71916E-06 *Area( 0, 191613, 1 )                        
   +  -0.5004996  *PopDen( 500.0 )                              
   + 0.6513953 *BOOL( IN_UGB = 1 ) 
   +  -0.000517872 *Dist( IN_UGB = 1 )                       DIST TO UGB 
   +  6.25369   *BOOL( CLNIRR = 1 )                          
   +  1.897575   *BOOL( CLNIRR = 2 )                         
   +  1.280706   *BOOL( CLNIRR = 3 )                         
   + 9.880024   *BOOL( CLNIRR = 4 )                          
 
Forest (not designated conservation);scalar = 1.0; log = 0 
      6.31816                                             INTERCEPT 
   + -1.86726E-05 *Area( 0, 125066, 1 )                    
   + -0.8515292 *PopDen( 500.0 )                            
   +  5.525987 *BOOL( IN_UGB = 1 )                         IN UGB 
   +  0.000263613 *Dist( IN_UGB = 1 )                      DIST TO UGB 
   + -3.049327  * BOOL( LULC_C = 51 )                      FOREST_OPEN    
   + -1.061777  * BOOL( LULC_C = 52 OR LULC_C = 54 )       FOREST_MIXED_CONIF_DECID   
 
 


